Muhlenberg College’s Phased Approach
To Visitor Policy

In order to promote health and safety, Muhlenberg College has enacted a phased approach to visitors in residence halls. Phases are fluid and determined by a number of parameters, including timelines, the COVID infection prevalence, response rate of symptom self-assessment (via the symptom tracker), and student adherence to the COVID policies and expected student behavior. Below you will note the terminology “family unit.” This phrase is defined as those who share a bathroom on the floor in your residence hall, suite, apartment, or house you are assigned to.

The phase highlighted in yellow is the phase that the College is currently in.

Phase ONE:
- Traditional halls and suites: Permitted to have one visitor from family unit in your room
- Apartments/houses: Permitted to have one visitor from family unit in your apartment/house
- No public lounge and/or kitchen use

Phase TWO:
- Traditional halls and suites: Permitted to have one visitor who resides within the same residence hall in your room
- Apartments/houses: Number of overall limited to occupancy + **two visitors from MILE area only (**two visitors per apartment/house, not per resident)
- Public lounge use permitted with face masks, social distancing, and occupants must be residents of the specific residence hall
- No use of public kitchens

Phase THREE:
- Traditional halls: Permitted to have one visitor who resides in any Muhlenberg residential property (Prosser, Walz, Brown, ML, East, Benfer, Robertson, South, and the MILE properties) in your room or the building
- Suites/apartments/houses: Number of overall limited to occupancy + **two visitors that are residential students (**two visitors per suite, not per resident)
- Public lounge use permitted with face masks, social distancing, and occupants must be residential students
- No use of public kitchens
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